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Abstract
The database of Gene Co-Regulation (dGCR) is a web tool for the analysis of gene relationships
based on correlated patterns of gene expression over publicly available transcriptional data. The
motivation behind dGCR is that genes whose expression patterns correlate across many experiments tend to be co-regulated and hence share biological function. In addition to revealing
functional connections between individual gene pairs, extended sets of co-regulated genes can also
be assessed for enrichment of gene ontology classes and interaction pathways. This functionality
provides an insight into the biological function of the query gene itself. The dGCR web tool extends the range of expression data curated by existing co-regulation databases and provides additional insights into gene function through the analysis of pathways, gene ontology classes and
co-regulation modules.
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Introduction
Global gene expression serves as a quantitative
high content descriptor of biological states. This together with the vast amount of publicly available data
[1, 2] provides an ideal basis for comparing biological
perturbations through their associated transcriptional
profiles across a wide range of experiments. The approach has been successfully applied in the area of
drug repositioning with the connectivity map
(CMAP) initiative [3, 4] and has led to the development of transcription based search engines such as
GEM-TREND [5], ProfileChaser [6], Gene Expression
Atlas [7] and SPIED [8, 9], that have thrown up intriguing connections between diverse biological systems. These methodologies are not driven by gene
discovery and the pinpointing of a single gene underlying a given pathology, for example. Rather, the
transcriptomes are compared globally, with the regu-

lation of individual genes not making a profound
contribution to the correlation. However, expression
data can be a useful tool in assigning shared biological
function to a pair of genes that show correlated expression changes over a relatively large dataset. In
other words, robust patterns of co-expression can inform co-regulation and therefore function. Currently,
there are many gene analysis portals based around
correlated gene expression patterns. The Human
Gene Co-expression [10] web tool taps into the gene
expression variation within a set of immortalised
human cell lines with varied genotypes to define patterns of co-expression for over 4,000 genes. Whereas,
Gene friends [11] provides co-expression patterns
based on over 1,000 murine arrays. CoXpresDB [12]
has extended the analysis to include data from a variety of species in an effort to increase the robustness of
http://www.jgenomics.com
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gene pair co-regulation through conservation across
species. The data underlying this analysis is from a
relatively large set of arrays, ~10,000, and from 11
species. BIOGPS [13] is a gene annotation and analysis
portal with links to expression data over human,
mouse and rat arrays corresponding to various tissue
types. These expression patterns are compared to define ranked lists of correlating genes. The neuroblast
application of Allen Brain Atlas [14] uses in situ data
from multiple well defined mouse brain and spinal
cord regions to define gene expression patterns and
compare these to inform shared function.
The essentially automated compilation of transcriptional data into the unified searchable platform
SPIED allowed for the quantitative comparison of
query expression profiles against a theoretically unlimited amount of deposited transcriptional data. The
data underlying SPIED is effectively a large matrix
over experimental conditions and genes. Furthermore, the matrix can be thought of as a series of expression patterns for the genes, extending to over
200,000 conditions, and these can be correlated resulting in a gene co-regulation matrix. The dGCR web
tool presented here was designed to interrogate this
matrix. In particular, dGCR is based on the analysis of
the most regulated genes across the database facilitating a simple binary statistic fisher test measure of
the correlation in gene expression patterns. Thus,
gene co-regulation can be defined over a vast collection of diverse experimental conditions and the robustness assessed over blocks of data corresponding
to species type and platform technology.
The details underlying the construction of dGCR
are given in the Methods section. In the Results sections the use of dGCR is illustrated with examples and
an analysis of the global picture of gene co-regulation
presented. Specifically, a detailed analysis of the
co-regulation matrix shows a significant overlap between the different platforms and hence a high degree
of internal consistency. It is further shown that protein/gene interaction networks, gene ontology classes
and pathway gene sets are significantly enriched for
co-regulated genes. Finally, hierarchical clustering
derived gene modules, demarcating distinct functional networks, are derived from the co-regulation
matrix.

Results
The user inputs a gene name and then selects the
required gene symbol from a candidate list of possible
alternatives, see Figure 1. The number of top scoring
co-regulating genes to be displayed can be extended
from the default of 50. Also, co-regulation can be restricted to be measured over specific species or plat-
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form technologies. Once the chosen gene is selected
the output lists the top co-regulated genes together
with details of the platforms where co-regulation is
significant, see Figure 2. Web links enable the user to
query literature on the given genes. The gene list as a
whole is usually enriched for informative gene ontology (GO) classes and pathways. With this in mind
the output page hosts buttons that link to enriched
GO and pathway classes that can reveal functional
aspects of the query gene, see Figure 3. The example
gene queries correspond to the two isoforms of DAG
lipase, DAGLA and DAGLB. These enzymes have
diverse functions, being implicated in neuronal development, adult neurogenesis, synaptic retrograde
signalling and immune responses [15]. It is of interest
to see to what extent gene co-regulation can throw
light on the different functions of the two isoforms.
From GO and pathway analysis it is clear that the α
isoform is involved in synaptic function whereas the β
isoform is involved in the immune response, see Figure 3. Here, dGCR was queried across the whole database, without restrictions on species or platform
type. The synaptic role of DAGLA has long been established [16] and the role of DAGLB in the immune
response has recently emerged [17]. A further analysis
consists in placing the query gene in a module defined
through hierarchical clustering, see Methods. Here
novel connections can emerge where two genes are
weakly correlated (∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝) > −100, see Methods),
but belong to the same module by virtue of shared
co-regulated genes. In the present query case, DAGLA
belongs to a module of 107 genes and the receptor for
its hydrolysis product, 2-AG, the cannabinoid receptor (CB1, CNR1), is in the same module [16].

A global analysis
The gene expression samples making up dGCR
come from 26 array platforms, corresponding to
Affymetrix
(www.affymetrix.com),
Illumina
(www.illumina.com) and Agilent (www.agilent.co.
uk) technologies and with probes specific to human,
mouse and rodent material. One of the reasons for the
effectiveness of dGCR is that patterns of gene
co-regulation are highly conserved across these platforms. This is quantified in the Supplementary Material: Table S1, detailing the number of genes present
for each platform, the number of co-regulated pairs
(defined by a stringent significance threshold of the
Fisher exact test, 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝) < −100) and the number of
these shared between the platforms. For example,
comparing the human array GPL96 with the mouse
array GPL1261, there are 9,963 common genes with
165,240 and 130,005 co-regulated pairs respectively
and 26,424 of these are shared.
http://www.jgenomics.com
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Figure 1. The dGCR web page screen shot with query ‘DAG’. The possible genes are listed with links for further analysis. At left the user selects the number of
co-regulating genes (50-500) and may restrict the analysis to a given species. The two genes that will be analysed here are the two isoforms of DAG lipase, DAGLα
(DAGLA) and DAGLβ (DAGLB).

Figure 2. The genes most co-regulated with
the two isoforms of DAG lipase. The scores
are the sums of the fisher log-odds scores for
each platform. Each gene entry is hyperlinked
to explanatory web material. The correlation values and significance scores (in
brackets) are given for the individual platforms in the right column. Moving the mouse
over the individual scores reveals the platform where the correlation obtains.

http://www.jgenomics.com
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Figure 3. The user can analyse the co-regulated gene set for the enrichment of gene ontology classes, shown in A and C, and pathways, shown in B and D. Both
analyses point to a synaptic function for DAGLα and immunological function for DAGLβ.

Pathways and Gene Ontology classes
A complementary global analysis consists of directly scoring pathway sets for the mutual
co-regulation of the genes. This analysis is relevant to
transcriptional data analysis in general as pathway
[18] and GO set enrichment [19] are ubiquitously applied in the field. To this end we scored all pairs of
genes within a given pathway for their co-regulation
across the full platform set. On average the intra-pathway co-regulation scores are highly significant. Explicitly, all pairs of genes within the given
pathway pair are assigned correlation scores corre-

sponding to the summed log Fisher scores across all
the array platforms and the average over all pairs is
highly significant, with 〈∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝)〉 = −182. The distribution of co-regulation scores is compared to that of
a random collection of gene sets in Figure 5A. GO
classes are defined through shared molecular function, biological process and cellular location. There is
thus an obvious basis for genes in the same class to be
co-regulated. To quantify this we scored the available
GO sets for co-regulation against the dGCR database
in a similar way to that of the pathway analysis already described. Again the average intra-pathway
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co-regulation score is highly significant (〈∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝)〉 =
−187 ). The distribution of co-regulation scores is
compared to that of a random collection of gene sets
in Figure 5A.

Protein and gene interaction networks
It is interesting to compare co-regulation with
biological interaction at the protein level as there is an
obvious basis for interacting proteins to be correlated
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in their expression patterns. BioGRID [20] hosts a
comprehensive dataset of protein interaction data.
Interactions fall into many categories and varying
degrees of certainty. Taking each category in turn we
collected the co-regulation scores for the genes corresponding to the given protein pairs and found that
these are shifted towards high significance relative to
random pairs. See Figure 5B.

Figure 4. Screen shot of module #23. The module consists of 107 genes and DAGLα is shown highlighted in blue. The module links the post-synaptic 2-AG
synthesising enzyme, DAGLα, to the pre-synaptic 2-AG receptor, the cannabinoid receptor (CB1, CNR1), circled in red.

Figure 5. Pathways, GO sets and interacting proteins were scored for mutual co-regulation. The summed log-odds co-regulation scores across the array platforms
for each gene pair in a given pathway and GO set were compiled and the distributions plotted in A. It is clear that for both pathway sets and gene ontology sets the
distributions are significantly shifted towards high scores relative to the random gene sets distribution. The co-regulation score averages across the protein interacting pairs from the 12 distinct experimental platforms in the BioGrid database are shown in the table B.
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Discussion and Conclusions
Patterns of gene co-regulation can offer an insight into shared biological function. In contrast to
pathway and gene ontology sets, co-regulation is established purely quantitatively, based on multiple
gene expression studies across different species and
cell/tissue types. The dGCR web tool presented here
is a simple to use interface for accessing patterns of
co-regulation and should enable users to uncover
novel relationships between query genes and offer
novel insights into the underlying biology. The database constitutes a complimentary analysis to that of
SPIED, which is queried with expression profile data
and offers a quantitative comparison of biological
perturbations across multiple experiments. Whereas,
dGCR is based on a re-working of the same expression data so that comparisons of genes are scored
across samples as opposed to comparisons of samples
being scored across genes. The idea that co-regulation
informs function underlies the many gene analysis
portals detailed in the introduction. The novelty with
dGCR is to extend the methodology to include at
present a quarter of publicly available transcriptional
data for human and rodent species. The data processing underlying dGCR is automatic, based on a
simple normalisation procedure, and it is hoped to
extend the database beyond the current 200,000 samples and include other species.

Methods
dGCR is based on the expression data collected
in SPIED [8, 9], compiled from the data hosted by
NCBI GEO (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo), consisting
of over 200,000 array samples covering Affymetrix,
Agilent and Illumina platform technologies and human, mouse and rat material. Here, expression data
was converted to fold profiles defined relative to the
probe average across the sample series. The probe
profiles were then mapped to profiles defined in
terms of non-redundant gene sets. For genes with
multiple probes the gene level was assigned the level
of the probe with greatest fold magnitude. SPIED was
populated with gene lists ranked according to fold
magnitude. In addition to the full database an
abridged database consisting of the top 1000 regulated genes (500 up and 500 down regulated) was also
created for rapid querying and for gene set enrichment analysis. This latter database facilitated a simple
expression pattern comparison between genes, where
the up/down status of a given pair could be followed
over an extensive set of samples and the extent of
co-regulation determined. This database served as the
basis for dGCR. Specifically, for a given pair of genes
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that are both regulated over a set of samples corresponding to independent transcription profile experiments,
the
correlation
was
given
by

𝑛++ +𝑛−− −(𝑛+− +𝑛−+ )
𝑛++ +𝑛−− +𝑛+− +𝑛−+

, where n are the sample numbers

and the +/- indices refer to the gene’s up/down status. The significance was measured by an exact Fisher
test.
Querying dGCR returns a list of genes ranked
based on the summed log-odds correlation scores,
∑ log(𝑝) , across either the full set of platforms, in the
default mode, or the platforms corresponding to the
given choice of species or technology. The output also
lists the measure of correlation and the corresponding
significance for the individual platforms.
The dGCR database consists of gene pair
co-regulation data for separate platforms. The internal
consistency of the co-regulation matrices derived
from multiple platforms was addressed with a simple
enrichment analysis scoring the likelihood of shared
gene pairs in the top slice of co-regulation significance. There is a high degree of overlap between the
platforms forming the database. Details of the overlap
between the top scoring gene pair sets corresponding
to the different platforms are shown in Supplementary Material: Table S1.
Gene cluster modules were generated by first
selecting co-regulated gene pairs with summed significance scores across the platforms of below -100,
with the co-regulation being significant in at least 5
platforms. This resulted in 14,535 genes with 3.1x106
co-regulation associations i.e. a network with 14,535
nodes and 3.1x106 edges. Gene pairs were then ranked
based on the similarity of the respective edges, measured by a Tanimoto score. Specifically, the similarity
score is
𝑇𝑛𝑚 = ∑

∑𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑙 𝑒𝑚𝑙

𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑙 +∑𝑙 𝑒𝑚𝑙 −∑𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑙 𝑒𝑚𝑙

, where n, m, l are the

nodes and the edges are 𝑒𝑛𝑚 = 0,1. If edges have the
same score then the one with nodes having the most
edges is ranked higher. The clustering proceeds by
seeding the first cluster with the highest ranked edge.
The next edge is added to this cluster if there is a
shared node otherwise a new cluster is seeded with
this edge. If an edge connects two clusters then these
clusters are merged. That is, clusters are defined hierarchically. This results in all genes eventually ending up in the same cluster. However, by restricting the
merger of clusters each gene can be assigned to a distinct module and genes with otherwise weak connections may be assigned function by virtue of their association with a module. One way of doing this is to
ignore edges linking clusters above a given threshold
size. When clusters with more than 10 nodes are not
merged 470 distinct modules emerge, ranging in size
http://www.jgenomics.com
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from 202 to 2 genes. These modules are given in the
Supplementary Material: Table S2. The dGCR output
page has a link to the module to which the query belongs.
Gene set enrichment is measured by the likelihood relative to random mixing with a fisher test. The
GO terms used were populated with genes from all
evidence categories and taken from the three headings: biological process, cellular component or molecular function. The pathway gene sets correspond to
the MsigDB canonical pathway sets and number 1,320
(www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/collections.js
p) [21]. The gene ontology sets are from the gene ontology project hosted at www.geneontology.org [22].
These consist of 9335 GO term sets.

Supplementary Material
Table S1: The overlap between co-regulation matrices
from the various platforms used for the dGCR database.
Table S2: Gene lists for the 470 modules based on restricted hierarchical clustering.
http://www.jgenomics.com/v03p0029s1.xlsx
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